
MINUTES
of the Board of Directors of

CARLETON CONDOMINIUM CORPORATION NO 379
Budget Meeting Held

Thursday March 25th, 2021
Via video and teleconferencing

Directors Address Phone Term of Office

Lloyd Scott President, Treasurer, Secretary, OOP 6583 837-0992 to AGM 2022
Veronica Phelan-Munroe Vice President 6595 837-8171 to AGM 2021
Huma Fazil 6669 519-709-3113 to AGM 2022
Anthony McCooeye 6535B 890-3486 to AGM 2021
John Donovan 6551A 292-2176 to AGM 2022

Present: Property Manager (PM) Michelle Richards

Absent :  Anthony McCooeye; Nadia Freeman VP Operations

Establish a Quorum

1. As a quorum was established, the meeting commenced at 6:33 p.m.

Approval of Minutes

2. The minutes for the Board meeting of February 25th was presented in draft for approval via email. The minutes
were approved. Lloyd will sign the minutes and send them to the PM to put them into the records.

Finances

3. Lloyd’s spreadsheets were sent to all prior to the meeting for preparation prior to the meeting.

4. PPO invoice for February was received.

5. Possible move from the TD bank to RBC for the operating account is being studied by Lloyd.  Apparently, we are the
last corporation managed by CIPM to be with TD.  Lloyd will only move if it is economical to do so.  Lloyd is attempting to
find out the charges that we have to pay TD vs RBC. Laura (head of accounting) is to obtain the info and advise Lloyd Jan
28th.  Lloyd sent an email to Yawar requesting action and communication Feb 16th.  Laura called Lloyd to advise that we will
be looked after by the small busines section of TD instead of commercial with our operating account. Laura advised in an
email that they would contact her on March 18th. Trouble with the transfer from Commercial to Small Business within TD.
Should be sorted out soon.

6. Lloyd contacted Affiliated Property Group (Mike Shelp) for an appraisal of the property January 4th and the 7th via
email.  Cost $700 plus HST.  Lloyd advised that he received the revised appraisal and the invoice. Increased by $2million to
$25,900,000. Item closed.

Insurance

7. Quotes for the insurance, based on the appraisal, will have to be obtained starting March 1st with responses by
March 15th. Lloyd was informed that thePersonal, our current insurer, will not be able to quote this year as they are a
Quebec company, and we are in Ontario.   The file was handed over to the Ontario branch.  Lloyd received a phone call from
Desjardins, the parent company of thePersonal, stating that their maximum coverage allowed is 20 million therefore, they
would not be able to quote.  The only company that would offer a quote was Aviva according to Gifford Brokers.  The cost is



$43,707.60 tax in.  The deductible for water is $25,000.00 vs our current $10,000.00.  They want to be paid either all at
once, or three payments of $16,727.60, $13,515.00, and $13,515.00 which includes a fee of $50.  Aviva also offers options –
sent to all via email for discussion and direction. The Board reviewed the options and agreed to add Legal Expense
Insurance – Canadian Human Rights protection for $135. Lloyd is to advise Gifford Brokers and make the final arrangements
ASAP. A new payment schedule is to be sent.  A letter has been prepared to go to all owners once the Certificate is received.
An ICU will also have to be prepared by CIPM.

8. The new insurance company has not asked for info on the state of our chimneys.  However, Lloyd stated that we
should definitely continue as though they had.

Reserve Fund Study/Budget documents

9. Lloyd provided his updated spreadsheet with the Study and proposed Plan included for review prior to the
meeting.

10. The final Study was received November 26th in electronic form (no pictures).  Study was sent to the Board via email.
Final paper copies (3) and CD was received January 7th. Lloyd provided a copy and the CD to the PM on January 7th.  Lloyd
kept 2 copies – one for his use and one for the use of other board members, if required.  The second copy will be sent to the
auditor once the board has no other need for it. We have 120 days to develop our Plan which we will do during the March
budget meeting. The Notice of Future Funding of the Reserve Fund will have to be prepared by Lloyd and sent to the
owners by March 31st.

Review of files for destruction

11. Review and digitalization of our files. About 12 boxes need to be destroyed.  Lloyd will arrange for the boxes to be
destroyed by Shred-it using their onsite service once COVID restrictions and time will allow.  Still waiting for Lloyd to arrange
– low priority.

Status Certificate (S/C)

12. Lloyd updated the status certificate March 10th paragraph 12.  Update re the new budget and insurance will be
required following this meeting. A warning was sent to all owner’s March 15th concerning the change to paragraph 12 plus
the increase for insurance and the deductible. Lloyd to action.

Maintenance Items (Lloyd stated that many of the following items are for information in helping us to make our decisions.)

13. Quotes will be needed for window cleaning for early June.  We do not supply water.   PM to obtain quotes. None
received as the requests only went out on March 25th.

14. 6535B reported a leak in his skylight Oct 10th, 2018. Tony sent pictures to Lloyd following the meeting. Leak is at the
base of the skylight according to the pictures at the upper part of the cone.   Waiting for rain to determine if it is still leaking.

15. 6575 and 6647.  Now that the tree stumps have been removed, repairs are needed to the areas which now require
filling in and seeding. Spring inspection.

16. 6623A one patio stone cracked TBC.  Not done. Spring inspection.

17. The mailboxes are looking shabby and should be replaced. A count will be necessary to determine the exact
number of each to purchase (Veronica to provide). Lloyd suggests that only the ones that clearly require replacing be
replaced.  Veronica is reviewing. Spring inspection.

18. Flashing repairs under 19 villa rear patio doors reported by Rene.  To be confirmed with repair action in the spring
inspection.



19. 6533B the front flashing on edge of the window, is also badly rusted, or covered in mold. Noted July 22nd. Checked
by Mr. Levitt and he found that it was dirty and in need of cleaning. Spring inspection.

20. 6577 owner concerned, Sep 1st, about the tree in front of her unit.  Starting to show signs of distress. Veronica
requested to review with Manotick Tree.  Pictures were reviewed by the arborist at Manotick tree.  Will see if they grow
next year, if not, they will require pruning. Spring inspection.

21. Support beams for the terrace homes rear patio should be painted according to veronica.  To be reviewed by the
Board for possible painting at the budget meeting. Spring inspection.

22. Eavestrough cleaning quotes required.  We do not supply water. The PM advised that one quote has been received
Nov 5th from Window Butler for $2,249 + HST.  Lloyd approved the quote on Nov 6th.  Work to be done Nov 13th. Confusion
concerning whether or not the work was done.   It appears not.  Contractor will come back to complete the job week of Dec
1st. No sign of them according to Lloyd.  Lloyd contacted the owner of the company.  He states that the GPS for his vehicles
show that they were on the property.  Lloyd advised him that they were not identified as doing the eavestrough. There was
no noise nor ladders used as reported by some owners. He has agreed to comeback at no charge to check/clean the
eavestrough in the spring.  The invoice has been submitted and denied.  He will cancel the invoice and resubmit a new one
once the work is finalized the week of April 5 to 9.  A notice is required to all residents by the PM by April 1st.

23. 6631 advised there is a broken branch in the tree behind their unit which needs attention noted Oct 7th. Request
for an update from the owner on Nov 1st.  Broken branch was missed.  Lloyd spoke with Yannick to have the branch removed
Nov 27th. Not done as yet. More branches fell in the last storm.  Rene removed them and cut the hanging branch down and
will dispose of them in the spring. Spring inspection.

24. 6655B requested insulation be improved at his doors and windows October 22nd.  To be sent to Ener-Tight. The PM
advised that it was late being sent to the contractor by the PM.  Not done yet.  The owner advised that they will wait until
COVID is more under control.

25. 6651A eaves dirty at lower level. Spring inspection

26. 6527 chimney stack dirty. Spring Inspection

27. 6545B top of bay window dirty. Spring inspection

28. 6515 requested the trimming of the bush at the left of the building to prevent scratching the vehicles Nov 30.
Lloyd sent a response Nov 30 stating that we would trim the bush and that the owner should remove the bush on the right
of the driveway as it goes beyond the plants, flowers, and bushes as stated in Rule 53 Annex “A” (13). Lloyd tasked Yanick to
trim the bush next to the house. Not done as yet. Spring.

Reserve Fund Repairs

29. Replace the hydro/cable/phone boxes at the end of the terrace home units.  Lloyd has taken over this project. Only
1 remaining and painting of the last box (no charge) for next FY. Spring/Summer.

30. Tot lot repairs.  Lloyd contacted the PM for CCC 388. There is a small hole in the slide which Lloyd did not see.
Someone tried made a repair.  Lloyd spoke with the PM, James Kritikos, for CCC 388 June 10th.  James will try to obtain a new
slide and we will pay for half of the cost per the agreement. Lloyd checked the slide October 10thand the slide has not been
replaced only repaired. To be inspected during the spring inspection.

31. Repairs to 4 chimneys and possibly the fireboxes – 6529, 6547B, 6643B, and 6645A. After discussion it was agreed
that we would pay for a gas/electric insert up to a total cost of $6,500 tax in.  We would also pay for the registration on title.
These cases will be used as a trial.  Although it would be cheaper to have all of the fireboxes/chimneys converted to natural



gas or electric it is not required at this time.  Once we have experience with the units, we can then move forward with others
to obtain possible cost savings. There are now 2 additional terrace home units that require repair.  With the COVID
requirements Lloyd is waiting until all units are done. Lloyd contacted J.G Lemay on Jan 21st for a possible quote.  They will
review Lloyd’s firebox and chimney to have an idea of the issue. They have been too busy with no heat issues to arrange for
a time to date. Two units have not been inspected. What do we do? No response from the Board to Lloyd’s email
requesting direction. Lloyd stated that we either use Rule 1 or rewrite it as we cannot be selective. One of the owners
appears to be having issues.

32. Eavestrough repairs/replacement.

a. many units have broken roof diverters – the contractor to review and replace, as necessary.  Lloyd spoke
with Chris Levitt Oct 20th.  He would look at the issue on Oct 21st.  18 have to be replaced but a lift is required.
Lloyd is trying to determine if they are needed due to the snow and ice issues on the roofs breaking the diverters
or, are we wasting our money in replacing them.  Received a quote from Chris Levitt for $325 per and 18 required.
Not required until spring.  Two other quotes will be required as the cost is over $5K. To be done when all
eavestrough needs are identified. Spring inspection

b. Eavestrough over the garage at 6631, 6611 over the small lower roof needs to be replaced with a trough
type eavestrough or rerouted. Spring inspection

c. 6553/5 Review the downspout to change the run from the top to join the downspout of the next unit
instead of going across the entranceway.  Lloyd to discuss with the contractor. Spring inspection.

d. 6583 and 6595 remove the leaf guard for the eavestrough at the roof. Spring inspection

e. 6669 check the eavestrough run for a better way to remove the water. Lloyd to discuss with the contractor.
Spring inspection.

f. 6559 top eavestrough appears to be broken as the water is pouring out the end close to the building
noticed by Lloyd March 17th.

g. 6563 top eavestrough appears to be blocked at the top as the water is overflowing about a foot left of the
downspout noticed by Lloyd March 17th.

33. Repairs required at the upper balcony areas around the window frames. Balcony inspection report received from
BLP Sep 15th.  The area between the swing door and the window for all units requires painting. Rene also inspected an
upper balcony during the repairs to 6655B and is recommending a complete painting and repair of the privacy fences or
they will have to be replaced soon. Rene or a contractor? Lift required.

34. Veronica asked if we should change all the downspouts for the terrace home units in the rear to beige rather than
the existing color to match the new privacy fencing. It was agreed that we would not do this at this time but if the
downspouts need to be replaced, we will go with the beige color. Item closed.

35. 6601/3 step is slipping down the back by about ¾ of an inch.  NR Construction has had a look and will be back to
determine why the step is slipping.  Not a safety issue currently. NR Construction has not returned. Rene confirmed that
there is a pad under the steps.

36. Repairs to the office area – bathroom (new toilet, utility tub vs the current sink and stand, mirror, paint, new
flooring); entrance (paint, new flooring); meeting room (paint and new flooring); plumbing (to have a connection into the
garage so that water would be available to contractors if needed in small quantities, new flooring).  It was agreed that all
areas would be updated by Rene.  Underway. Lloyd purchased new flooring $1,199.50.



37. Asphalt pitted in the area in front of the unit about 6’ x 6’ at the start of the walkway 6583 and 6595.  Others may
also need to be done. Verbal quote in the fall from Kevin Dorman (613-797-7100), who is working as an independent at this
time, is for approximately $300 up to $500 per area plus HST (TBC) depending on the number that have to be done.  Lloyd is
obtaining a quote from Landtech for the removal of the asphalt and replacing it with patio stones. spring inspection.

38. 6607A is not happy with the painting completed in her patio area.  All painting requirements will be reviewed.
Painting review in the spring inspection.

39. 6631 garage bottom rusted out and a new rubber weatherstrip is required. The PM is to obtain 2 other quotes for
replacement of one or more garage doors for Board consideration. Once we start replacing garage doors we want to stay
with one type of door rather than have different doors and contractors to deal with. Quotes from Al Parsons and Ram
have been received.  Lloyd is running with this project. Do we do all or just those that are required?  After discussion it was
agreed that we did not have a good reason to change our contractor.  Lloyd is to prepare the document for owner’s approval
IAW the Act art 97 (3) for the Wayne Dalton model 8300.

40. 6507A has some broken patio stones for replacement August 27th.  Completed by Landtech.  Invoice required. The
PM has been in contact with Landtech, but no invoice has been received. Lloyd contacted Yannick March 19th to determine
if there will be a charge. Invoice received March 22nd. Reserve fund. Item closed.

41. 6529 garage foundation outside wall spalling and white in color both inside and outside.  Lloyd arranged to have
the foundation checked by Steven at Garrett restorations May 8th, 2020. Done.  Repairs made to the outside siding.
Foundation repairs to be determined during the spring inspection.

Declaration, By-Laws, and Rules

42. Watering lawns, plants, etc. reimbursement 6553A. The owner of 6553A has provided his water bills and after
review by Lloyd, it was determined that he should be reimbursed $40.00.  The PM is to make the arrangement and letter to
the owner for review by Lloyd. Not done. Veronica to send out thank you cards to the 2 other owners who provided water
but refused payment.  Done.

BUDGET

43. We reviewed the reserve fund line by line paying particular attention to the first 3 years. It was decided to replace
all of the garage doors with Al Parsons using Wayne Dalton 8300.

44. We reviewed the operating fund line by line.

45. We reviewed the actual percentage that we determined is required.  After the complete review it was determined
that nothing could be changed.  John brought to our attention that many of the condos that he is aware of have had higher
increases due to insurance and COVIF-19 maintenance costs for materials.  It was confirmed by the PM.

46. The budget was finalized with an increase of 4.41 %.  Lloyd will prepare the budget letter for sending to the owners;
the Notice of Future Funding of the Reserve Fund; and the insurance letter once the Certificate is received.

47. Both the budget and the Notice will be going out to the owners March 29th.

NEXT MEETING



48. The next board meeting is scheduled for Thursday April 8th via teleconferencing/video. Board members are
requested to sign on 5 minutes early if possible.

Adjournment
49. The meeting was adjourned at 7:50 p.m.

L.D. Scott
Secretary
April 8th, 2021


